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Pietro Angelo Muroni is on the faculty at the Pontifica!
Liturgica! lnstitute at the Pontifica! Athenaeum of
S. Anselmo in Rome where he teaches the Liturgy of the
Hours and is the editor of the well-known journal Ecclesia

Orans. He is also on the faculty of the Pontifica! University
Urbaniana. This volume is part of a series of foundational
texts published by the Urbaniana and is intended to be an
introduction and starting point for further research.
Muroni offers a book in eight chapters, in which he explores liturgica! celebra
tion in time and space. Each chapter offers an introduction to key concepts of
the liturgy, organized around liturgica! celebration, and explored in its theo
logical and spiritual meaning. Substantial footnotes in each chapter provide a
starting point for further research. Each chapter ends with an "Excursus;'
which summarizes key points: helpful in a textbook.
Chapter 1 presents liturgica! "celebration." After establishing the vocabulary of
celebration, Muroni starts with the anthropological underpinnings of worship,
particularly as developed by the lnstitute of Pastoral Liturgy in Padua. A the
ology of liturgica! celebration rellects the approach of Odo Casel, Salvatore
Marsili, and Burkhard Neunheuser (the theological tradition of S. Anselmo).
He concludes with the "qualifying dimensions" of celebration: the anamnetic,
epicletic, doxological, mystagogical, and eschatological.
Tue second chapter develops the anthropological starting point of chapter I
and presents liturgy as a form of language, shaped by rite, sign, and symbol.
French phenomenology is an important discussion partner, while English
language discussion of rimai studies is absent from his presentation. Tue third
chapter is a liturgica! ecclesiology, based on an exploration of the role of the
assembly in worship. Muroni begins by exploring the biblica! understanding of
assembly and using this as a basis for a theological-liturgical understanding of
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